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In this paper, we study the prospects for determining the nature of neutrinos in the context of
a supersymmetric B − L extension of the standard model by using dark matter indirect detection
signals and bounds on Neff from the cosmic microwave background data. The model contains two
new dark matter candidates whose dominant annihilation channels produce more neutrinos than
neutralino dark matter in the minimal supersymmetric standard model. The photon and neutrino
counts may then be used to discriminate between the two models. If the dark matter comes from
the B-L sector, its indirect signals and impact on the cosmic microwave background can shed light
on the nature of the neutrinos. When the light neutrinos are of Majorana type, the indirect neutrino
signal from the Sun and the galactic center may show a prompt neutrino box-feature, as well as
an earlier cut-off in both neutrino and gamma ray energy spectra. When the light neutrinos are of
Dirac type, their contribution to the effective number of neutrinos Neff is at a detectable level.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are various lines of evidence supporting the existence of dark matter (DM) in the Universe, but its identity
remains a major problem at the interface of particle physics and cosmology. The weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs), which typically arise in extensions of the standard model (SM), are promising candidates for DM in
the Universe [1]. There are currently major direct, indirect, and collider experimental searches underway to detect
WIMP-like DM and determine its properties.
Another great mystery in particle physics is the origin of neutrino mass. Explaining neutrino mass and mixing, which
are observed in solar and atmospheric neutrino oscillations, has been the focus of extensive theoretical investigations
in beyond the SM physics [2]. The nature of neutrinos (whether they are their own antiparticles or not) is also an
important question whose answer will likely have major consequences for generation of matter-antimatter asymmetry
in the universe [3].
In an interesting class of models, the DM candidate originates from the same sector that is responsible for neutrino
mass and mixing (for some explicit examples, see [4]). Such a link provides potential opportunities in the quest for
understanding these two great mysteries in fundamental physics. In particular, DM detection experiments–in addition
to providing information about DM and its parameters–may in principle be used to shed light on neutrinos and their
properties.
In this paper, we consider a minimal and well-motivated supersymmetric extension of the SM as a case study to
demonstrate this possibility. The model includes a gauged U(1)B−L symmetry [5] (where B and L are baryon and
lepton number respectively). Anomaly cancellation then implies the existence of three right-handed (RH) neutrinos
and allows us to write the Dirac and Majorana mass terms for the neutrinos to explain the mass and mixing of light
neutrinos. This model provides two new DM candidates both arising from the B−L extension: the lightest neutralino
in the B − L sector and the lightest RH sneutrino.
The goal of our study is two-fold. First, we investigate the possibility of using indirect detection signals to distinguish
the new DM candidates from the extensively studied lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) in the minimal super-
symmetric standard model (MSSM). Second, we explore the possibility to identify the nature of neutrinos (Majorana
vs. Dirac) in the B − L-extended MSSM once this model is differentiated from the MSSM.
We achieve the first goal by using the dominant DM annihilation final states in the B−L model as a discriminator.
The presence of neutrino-philic or prompt neutrino final states in the B − L model result in indirect signals that are
distinct from those in the MSSM. The ratio of the neutrino to gamma-ray fluxes from DM annihilation in the galactic
center is one way to establish a neutrino-philic final state. Moreover, the shape of the spectrum of the neutrino signal
from DM annihilation in the galactic center and the Sun may contain a novel prompt-neutrino final state, which can
only be present if neutrinos are Majorana. To achieve the second goal, we use the effective number of neutrinos Neff as
a complementary probe. Neff , which is tightly constrained by the cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments,
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2can discriminate between Majorana and Dirac neutrinos in the B − L model in a robust manner regardless of the
dominant DM annihilation final state.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the U(1)B−L extension of MSSM, the new DM
candidates that it contains, and prospects for their direct detection. In Section III we discuss the gamma-ray and
neutrino signals from annihilation of the B − L DM candidates from the galactic center, and the neutrino signal
from gravitationally trapped DM particles inside the Sun in detail. In Section IV we show how Neff can be used
to convincingly distinguish between Majorana and Dirac neutrinos in the B − L model. We close in Section V by
presenting a summary discussion and our conclusion.
II. DARK MATTER IN U(1)B−L EXTENSION OF MSSM
A. The Model
We consider an extension of the MSSM that includes a gauged U(1)B−L and conserves R-parity. The B − L
extension of the SM gauge group is very well motivated [5] since, as mentioned above, it automatically implies the
existence of three RH neutrinos through which one can explain the neutrino mass and mixing.
The model contains a new gauge boson Z ′, two new Higgs fields H ′1 and H
′
2, three RH neutrinos N , and their
supersymmetric partners. The superpotential is given by (the boldface characters denote superfields):
W = WMSSM +WB−L + yDNHuL , (1)
where Hu and L are the superfields containing the Higgs field that gives mass to up-type quarks and the left-handed
(LH) leptons respectively. For simplicity, we have omitted the family indices. The last term on the RH side of Eq. (1)
is the neutrino Yukawa coupling term. The B − L charges of leptons, quarks, N , H ′1, and H ′2 are in general given by
QL, −QL/3, QL, Q, and −Q respectively. The MSSM Higgs fields have zero B − L charge.
The U(1)B−L symmetry is broken by the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of H ′1 and H
′
2, denoted by v
′
1 and v
′
2
respectively, with tanβ′ ≡ v′2/v′1. This results in a mass mZ′ = gB−LQ
√
v′1
2 + v′2
2 for the Z ′ gauge boson. Three
physical Higgs fields φ, Φ (scalars) and A (a pseudo scalar) are left in the B − L sector spontaneous breakdown of
U(1)B−L.
The WB−L term in Eq. (1) contains H′1, H
′
2, and N
c. Its detailed form depends on the charge assignments of the
B − L Higgs fields. For example, if Q = 2QL, we can have:
WB−L = µ′H′1H
′
2 +
1
2
yMH
′
1N
cNc. (2)
The first term on the RH side of this equation is the B−L Higgs µ-term, and the second term is a neutrino Majorana
Yukawa coupling that generates a Majorana mass MN = yMv
′
1 for the RH neutrinos after U(1)B−L breaking. If
Q 6= ±2QL, no Majorana Yukawa coupling (neither to H ′1 nor to H ′2) will be allowed. In this case, neutrinos will be
Dirac fermions.
B. Dark Matter Candidates
The U(1)B−L model has two new dark matter (DM) candidates. The first candidate, denoted by χ˜01, is the lightest
neutralino in the B −L sector [6, 7]. It is a linear combination of the U(1)B−L gaugino Z˜ ′ and the two Higgsinos H˜ ′1
and H˜ ′2. The other candidate, denoted by N˜ , is the lightest of the RH sneutrinos [8, 9].
1 If supersymmetric particles
in the MSSM sector are heavier than those in the U(1)B−L sector, the DM will be either X˜01 or N˜ , whose stability is
ensured by R-parity. These DM candidates can obtain the correct relic abundance via thermal freeze-out if the scale
of U(1)B−L breaking is not much above TeV.
Each of the B − L DM candidates has various DM annihilation channels. However, since we are interested in
indirect signals from DM annihilation, we focus on those channels with S-wave dominance as they make the largest
contributions to annihilation at the present time. The most relevant final states in this category are the lightest B−L
1 It is also possible to have viable sneutrino DM without the inclusion of U(1)B−L symmetry. For example, see [10] for RH sneutrino DM
and [11–13] for mixed sneutrino DM.
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FIG. 1: Leading Feynman diagrams for S-channel annihilation of DM in the U(1)B−L model: B −L neutralino DM (top) and
RH sneutrino DM (bottom).
Higgs φ [7, 9] and the RH neutrino N [14]. The leading annihilation diagrams for these final states are shown in
Fig. (1).
(1) DM + DM→ NN :
• χ˜01χ˜01 → NN : If χ˜01 is the DM candidate, the annihilation proceeds via the t-channel exchange of N˜ with mass
flipping. We see from Eq. (2) that N˜ mass flipping arises from the Majorana mass term and soft supersymmetry
breaking. Therefore the NN final state is only possible if neutrinos are Majorana fermions.
• N˜N˜ → NN : If N˜ is the DM candidate, the annihilation proceeds via the t-channel exchange of Z˜ ′ with soft
supersymmetry breaking mass of Z˜ ′ inserted. In this case the NN final state arises for both Majorana and Dirac
neutrinos.
If neutrinos are Majorana fermions, each of the RH neutrinos N in turn decays to the lightest MSSM Higgs h and a
LH neutrino ν. 2 Subsequent decay of the Higgs h primarily produces a bb¯ pair. If neutrinos are Dirac fermions, the
N → Hν decay is blocked since N has the same mass as ν. N interaction with other particles is via Z ′ exchange,
which is much more suppressed than the weak interactions due to the bound (m′Z/gB−LQL) > 6 TeV from Tevatron
and LEP [15]. This implies that the NN final state will go undetected in the case of Dirac neutrinos.
We conclude that DM + DM→ NN annihilation channel mainly produces the 2ν+ 4b final state in case of Majorana
neutrinos. The b quarks make the main contribution to the gamma-ray signal, while the neutrino signal is mainly due
to ν’s in the final state. If neutrinos are Dirac, the NN annihilation channel will not be visible.
The signal arising from DM annihilation depends on the nature of neutrinos in this case. Therefore, indirect
detection may be used to identify the nature of neutrinos.
(2) DM + DM→ φφ:
• χ˜01χ˜01 → φφ: If χ˜01 is the DM candidate, the annihilation proceeds via the t-channel exchange of χ˜01.
• N˜N˜∗ → φφ: If N˜ is the DM candidate, the annihilation proceeds via interactions in the D-term of the scalar
potential. The relevant interaction term is [9]:
V ⊃ 1
2
g2B−LQQL cos(2α
′)|N˜ |2φ2, (3)
where α′ is the mixing angle that relates the B − L scalar Higgses φ, Φ to H ′1, H ′2.
2 Assuming that the RH neutrino Majorana mass is ∼ 1 TeV, which happens if U(1)B−L is broken around TeV, yD . 10−6 is required
in order to obtain light neutrino mass of ∼ O(0.1 eV). This results in a very short life time ∼ 10−13 s for N decay, which implies the
decay is instant and occurs at the same place as DM annihilation.
4Each of the φ particles decays to leptons and quarks and the corresponding branching fractions are [7, 9]:
Brφ→ll¯ ∝ Q4L
(
ml
mDM
)2
,
Brφ→qq¯ ∝ 3 · 3−4 ·Q4L
(
mq
mDM
)2
. (4)
In the second expression, the factor of 3 is due to color multiplicity for quarks, the factor of 3−4 is due to B − L
charge assignments of leptons and quarks. The factors (ml/mDM)
2 and (mq/mDM)
2 are due to mass suppression of the
decay (ml and mq being the mass of the produced lepton and quark respectively). This implies that φ preferentially
decays to the heaviest lepton and quark. If mφ < 2mt (with mt being the top quark mass), the kinematically allowed
decay modes are φ→ τ τ¯ and φ→ bb¯, where:
Brφ→ττ¯ ≈ 7Brφ→bb¯. (5)
We conclude that DM + DM→ φφ annihilation channel mainly produces the 4τ final states regardless of the Majorana
or Dirac nature of neutrinos. Both of the gamma-ray and neutrino signals arise from τ ’s in the final state.
The signal arising from DM annihilation does not depend on the nature of neutrinos in this case.
C. Direct Detection Prospects
The interactions between either of the DM candidates, χ˜01 or N˜ , and quarks arise from the B−L sector. Therefore,
since the U(1)B−L symmetry is vectorial (i.e., the RH and LH quarks have the same B − L charge), we strictly have
spin-independent (SI) interactions between DM and nucleons in this model. In below, we discuss the cases with χ˜01
and N˜ DM separately.
(1) χ˜01 as DM: The leading order interaction between χ˜
0
1 and quarks is via squark exchange in the t-channel. There
are also interactions via φ, Φ, A exchange, but these are much suppressed because the B − L Higgs fields couple to
the quarks at one-loop level.
For O(TeV) squark masses, the DM-nucleon scattering cross section is found to be σSI  10−10 pb [7], which is
well beyond the reach of direct detection experiments in the near future.
(2) N˜ as DM: The leading interaction between N˜ and quarks is via Z ′ exchange in the t-channel. This results in
the following SI scattering cross section [14]:
σSI ≈ 1
8pi
(
gB−LQL
mZ′
)4
m2n, (6)
where mn is the nucleon mass.
The tightest experimental bounds on σSI are currently provided by the LUX experiment [16]. The most stringent
limit σSI . 10−45 cm2 arises for DM mass around 40 GeV, which is translated to (mZ′/gB−LQL) & 10 TeV. This is
stronger than the collider bound of (mZ′/gB−LQL) > 6 TeV from Tevatron and LEP [15]. We note, however, that
the LUX limit becomes weaker by a factor of few for DM masses above 100 GeV, which makes it comparable to the
existing collider bound.
An important point to note is that the N˜ − N˜ − Z ′ interaction vertex involves real and imaginary parts of N˜ ,
denoted by NR and N˜I respectively. This implies that DM-nucleon scattering can occur only if N˜R and N˜I are almost
degenerate in mass. More precisely, the mass difference needs to be smaller than the DM kinetic energy, so that N˜R
scattering to N˜I (and vice versa) can occur in the detector.
3 The situation then depends on whether N has a Dirac
or Majorana nature.
• If N˜ is the superpartner of the RH component of a Dirac neutrino, its mass is given by:
m2
N˜
= m20 +
1
4
m2Z′cos2β
′, (7)
3 N˜R → N˜R scattering occurs at one-loop level, and hence is highly suppressed.
5where m0 is the soft supersymmetry breaking mass of N˜ . In this case N˜R and N˜I have exactly the same mass, which
implies that the DM candidate is a complex scalar. As a result, N˜ -nucleon scattering via Z ′ exchange proceeds and
the above discussion is directly applied in this case.
• If N˜ is the superpartner of a Majorana neutrino, see Eq. (2), its mass is given by:
m2
N˜R,I
= m20 +m
2
N ± (BN + µ′tanβ′)mN +
1
4
m2Z′cos2β
′, (8)
where mN is the Majorana mass and BN is its associated B-term. It is seen that the third term on the RH side of
the above expression splits the masses of the real and imaginary parts of N˜ . The DM candidate is the lighter field,
taken to be N˜R, which is a real scalar. The t-channel exchange of Z
′ between the DM and nucleons then results in
upscattering of N˜R to N˜I, which can happen only if |mN˜R −mN˜I | < O(MeV). Whether or not this is the case is a
model-dependent issue.
We conclude that prospects for direct detection of DM candidates in the B − L model depends on their identity as
well as the nature (Majorana or Dirac) of neutrinos. If N˜ is the DM particle, and its fermionic partner N has Dirac
nature, then σSI can be just below the current experimental limits. On the other hand, if N has Majorana nature,
then its detection prospects depend on model details of may be just around the corner or it may completely escape
detection. If χ˜01 is the DM particle, then σSI is considerably below the current experimental limits, and hence no
realistic prospect for its direct detection.
III. INDIRECT DETECTION
We have established that, in the context of the gauged U(1)B−L extension of the MSSM, when the DM particle is
the lightest neutralino from the B − L sector χ˜01 or the lightest RH sneutrino N˜ , then some important annihilation
channels are not observed if the neutrinos are Dirac fermions. In this section, we explore MSSM and B−L-extension
dark matter models with observable indirect detection signals, and present the different signals. We compare the
different indirect detection signals in more detail in Section V.
A. Signals from Galactic Dark Matter Annihilation
The annihilation of the DM candidates inside galactic halos can yield gamma-ray and neutrino signals that can
be probed by the Fermi-LAT and IceCube experiments. The prompt gamma-ray and neutrino spectrum from an
annihilation event is convoluted with the line-of-sight cosmic dark matter distribution, specified for cosmologically
local annihilations (assumed to be dominantly through an S-wave interaction) by the J-factor J(~θ ) along the direction
~θ of interest,
J(~θ ) =
∫
ds ρ2(s, ~θ ), (9)
with ρ the DM density at distance s. The differential flux of annihilation products X incident on our position from
the solid angle Ω is
dφX
dE
=
〈σv〉
8piξm2DM
dNX
dE
1
Ω
∫
Ω
d2θ J(~θ ), (10)
where mDM is the DM particle mass, σv is the relative-velocity weighted s-wave annihilation cross section, dNX/dE
is the prompt annihilation spectrum to product X, and ξ is a multiplicity factor. When DM is its own antiparticle,
such as for χ˜01 DM, then ξ = 1. For N˜ DM, we will assume the scenario where the cosmological abundances of each
species N˜ and N˜∗ are equal. In this case, ξ = 2 for N˜N˜∗ annihilations, and ξ = 4 for N˜N˜ or N˜∗N˜∗ separately (we
can take ξ = 2 for them combined when they produce equal abundances of X). The sample calculations shown in
this paper are for ξ = 1 with a fiducial annihilation cross section of 〈σv〉 = 1 pb = 3× 10−26 cm3/s.
In our study, we considered DM masses of 200 GeV, 300 GeV, 400 GeV, and 600 GeV. For each mass, we contrast four
different annihilation spectra, from annihilations to φφ, NN , W+W−, and tt¯. The first two spectra are representative
of annihilations of B-L sector dark matter. The φφ channel is to 2 lightest B-L sector Higgs particles, each taken to
have mass mφ = 100 GeV, though the results are insensitive to this value. Each φ is taken to decay promptly to τ
+τ−
with branching ratio 7/8, and the remaining decays are to bb. The NN channel is to 2 RH neutrinos (democratically
6in flavor), each of which decays to a LH neutrino and an mh = 126 GeV lightest MSSM Higgs boson. In this case,
the kinematics of the products, particularly the prompt LH neutrinos, is dependent on the mass of the RH neutrino.
For our sample calculations, we chose to consider cases where the mass mN of the RH neutrino is 15 GeV less than
the DM mass.
We contrast these two spectra with more typical annihilations found in the MSSM, to investigate if the B − L
DM is distinguishable from a typical MSSM DM. In MSSM, a bino DM also produces bb and τ+τ−, but suffers from
its cross-section being p-wave suppressed. If the DM has significant wino or higgsino content, then it annihilates
predominantly to W+W− bosons. When top quarks are a kinematically viable channel, they can also have a large
branching ratio, and we consider them in the tt¯ spectrum.
Each spectrum was calculated via Monte-Carlo simulation using PYTHIA 8.180 [17]. This includes the final state
radiation (FSR) processes of gamma-ray bremsstrahlung from external charged fermion legs, but not from W bosons.
This FSR produces a “box”-shaped spectrum with low flux, and causes a harder gamma-ray spectrum at energies
near the DM mass [18]. This is an important effect for mDM & 1 TeV annihilations to W+W− where showering
softens the spectrum considerably, but for our considerations, the FSR effect is not noticeable, and we do not need
to account for it. In addition to prompt annihilation radiation, gamma rays and neutrinos are also produced when
cosmic-ray annihilation products (such as electrons) interact with the intergalactic medium. These contributions to
the observed spectra are sensitive to models of the distribution of galactic baryons, magnetic fields, and the physics
of cosmic-ray propagation. These details are beyond the scope of this present work and will not be considered here.
We note, however, that the cosmic-ray contributions to the gamma-rays and neutrinos will brighten the spectra at
energies significantly lower than the DM mass, and have little effect near the DM mass.
If the DM density profile near the galactic center (GC) of the Milky Way galaxy is well-described by an Einasto
cusp [19], then it is a leading cosmic source of annihilation radiation, and will be the focus of discussion in this work.
The Einasto density profile is
ρ(r) = ρ−2 exp
(
− 2
αE
[(
r
r−2
)αE
− 1
])
. (11)
We adopt the best-fit Galactic model of the analysis of dynamical tracer data in [20] with scale density ρ−2 =
0.08 GeV/cm3, scale radius r−2 = 20 kpc, and shape parameter αE = 0.22, with the solar radius at R = 8.25 kpc.
This halo has a Galactic halo mass of M = 1.47× 1012 M.
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FIG. 2: The gamma-ray signal spectra from DM annihilation at the galactic center. The red dashed line is the φφ spectrum,
yellow dotted is W+W−, green dot-dashed is tt¯, and blue solid is NN . We point out a clear hierarchy between the four spectra
when E is above 50 GeV, with the B − L sector spectra at the extremes. The NN spectrum is only allowed in B − L DM
models if the neutrino is Majorana. The Fermi-LAT background is from Ref. [21]
Fig. 2 and 3 (left panel) illustrate the galactic gamma-ray and neutrino signals, for a 400 GeV DM. For the gamma
rays, we used the middle latitude ‘region of interest’ (ROI) window [21] 5◦ < |b| < 15◦, |l| < 80◦ to avoid the large
astrophysical uncertainty in the galactic central region. For the neutrinos, we focused on the GC and chose a 5◦
radius observation cone to reflect the expected angular resolution of IceCube.
The gamma-ray signals have a clear hierarchy in flux between the four example spectra for E & mDM/8, with φφ
brightest, followed by W+W−, tt¯, and NN . At lower energies, the φφ spectrum begins to fall below the other spectra.
This hierarchy is robust for the energy range we considered, except that the tt¯ spectrum becomes the weakest when
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FIG. 3: Propagated neutrino spectra from the leading galactic sources (left), and the contained µ event energy spectra (GC
only) at the DeepCore (DC) detector (right). The curves are as in Fig. 2. The atmospheric background curves are in the GC
direction. The NN spectrum is only allowed in B − L DM models if the neutrino is Majorana.
mDM . 300 GeV. A B − L-sector DM will then be expected to produce the φφ spectrum, and will be brighter than
corresponding MSSM models. The NN spectrum will be disallowed if the ν’s are Dirac, but that would be difficult
to ascertain from gamma-ray observations alone.
For neutrinos, we use the latest oscillation parameters [22] to compute the νµ component in the signal spectrum
that is considered to be fully de-cohered over astronomical distances. Because the GC is above the ground at the
South pole, only the DeepCore [23] effective volume is included (though a larger effective volume is used by IceCube
in their analyses), and the derived muon event spectra are shown in the right panel of Fig. 3. For the atmospheric
background, we use the data from the Super-Kamiokande measurement [24].
At the peak number flux of the neutrino spectra, the tt¯ signal remains the weakest, but the other three have
reversed their hierarchy, with NN coming closest to the atmospheric background. The next closest spectrum to the
atmospheric background is W+W−, and then φφ. However, these peaks occur at different energies owing to the
different shapes of the spectra. As is well known, the neutrino spectrum from production of W bosons is very hard.
Therefore, the soft φφ spectrum is easily distinguishable from both the much harder W+W− and much softer tt¯. The
NN spectrum is very interesting. It contains two components: the very soft spectrum from the decay of the standard
model Higgs, and a box-shaped spectrum of the prompt neutrinos. The presence of the prompt neutrino box feature
is a clear feature that can only be present if neutrinos are Majorana. The energy range for the prompt neutrinos from
N decays is
Eprompt ∈ Eν
mDM
mN
±
√(
mDM
mN
)2
− 1
 , (12)
where Eν = (m
2
N −m2h)/(2mN ) is the energy of the prompt neutrino in the rest frame of the decaying N . In Fig. 3,
the prompt neutrino bump from N decay is over 130–227 GeV.
It can be clearly seen that the shape of the gamma ray and neutrino(muon) spectrum differ among the possible
annihilation channels, which can potentially be exploited to shed light on the nature of the dark matter candidate,
hence whether the neutrino is Majorana or Dirac in this B−L model. In Section V we will comment further on these
features in the gamma ray and neutrino spectra, give their annual signal rates and apply general cuts to distinguish
the different channels.
While the galactic center is a clean environment for the neutrino signal, it contains complicated astrophysical
gamma-ray foregrounds. Additionally, the signal will be difficult to observe from the GC if the density profile is not
cuspy. Dwarf spheroidal galaxies are a clean environment to see annihilation to gamma-rays, but these sources are
too small to be seen with a neutrino telescope’s angular resolution. Nearby galaxy clusters are extended sources,
making them ideal targets for IceCube, but they also contain complicated astrophysics gamma-rays that may hide
DM annihilation.
For reference, we plot in Fig. 3, left-panel, the signal neutrino flux from the Virgo cluster [25], whose contribution
is subdominant compared to the GC model. Its DM halo was taken to have an NFW profile [26]
ρ(r) = ρs
[
r
rs
(
1 +
r
rs
)2]−1
(13)
8with scale radius rs =560 kpc and scale density ρs =0.012 GeV/cm
3 [27], with a virial mass M = 4.2× 1014M, and
its distance was taken to be 15.4 Mpc [28]. While DM halo substructure could in principle increase the flux signal by
as much as three orders of magnitude [29], this would still be subdominant, though it could be brighter than the GC
if the Milky-Way halo has a cored DM density profile [30].
In the case that the Universe contains an abundance of halo substructure, the clustering could allow a diffuse
extragalactic signal to be visible, through Galactic halo substructure, or extragalactic large scale structure that could
be extracted by signal anisotropy analyses [31], or by cross-correlation with large scale structure [32].
B. Signals from DM annihilations inside the Sun
Another potential source of neutrino signal is the annihilation of DM particles inside the Sun. DM particles that
pass through the Sun lose energy due to DM-nucleon scattering, which is mediated by Z ′, and hence can become
gravitationally trapped [33]. Annihilation can sequentially happen as the DM density builds up at the center of the
Sun, which produce neutrinos that penetrates the solar medium. The total rate of annihilation events in the Sun Γann
is given by [34]
Γann =
C
2
tanh2(
√
CAt) . (14)
Here C is the capture rate of DM particles by the Sun, which is related to σSI in the B − L model, and A is related
to the DM annihilation cross section σann (for details, see [34]).
We note that Γann ≈ C/2 as long as t > τeq ≡ (
√
CA)−1. In this case, DM capture by and annihilation in the
Sun reach equilibrium, and the total annihilation rate Γann is set by the capture rate C. For a DM mass above the
Icecube energy threshold, the maximal value of σSI allowed by direct detection experiments is σSI ∼ O(10−9) pb [16].
Then the nominal value of the annihilation rate 〈σannv〉 ∼ 1 pb generally satisfies the equilibrium condition τ & τeq,
where τ denotes the age of the Sun. This leads to O(1019) annihilation events per year form the Sun.
The prompt neutrino spectra from the aforementioned φφ,NN annihilation channels, as well as the tt¯,W+W− final
states from a MSSM-like DM case, are injected at the center of the Sun and propagated to the solar surface, then to
the Earth via vacuum oscillation. We have taken full propagation effects into account (for details see Ref. [35]). The
scattering during propagation causes spectral smearing towards to lower energy, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (right panel).
The signal spectra from the tt¯, and W+W− channels can resemble that from the atmospheric neutrinos, making them
more difficult to distinguish from the atmospheric background. The harder spectra from φφ,NN channels, however,
can be more easily discovered at the IceCube experiment.
Table I lists the annual (half-year) signal rates at IceCube. When associated with other indirect searches, the shape
difference among the channels can help distinguish the annihilation channels, which we withhold for later discussion
in Section V. For the calculation of IceCube rates, since the Sun is below the horizon during the half-year polar night,
the entire IceCube can be used; we only consider the dominant contained events in the direction of Sun, and assume
a 100% detection efficiency with a 1km3 effective volume. With the maximal LUX allowed σn and 〈σv〉 = 1pb, the
φφ,NN signals are about one order of magnitude below the atmospheric background, and can be readily tested with
upcoming IceCube data.
IV. Neff AS A COMPLEMENTARY PROBE
The effective number of neutrino Neff plays an important role in identifying the nature of neutrinos (Majorana vs
Dirac) in the U(1)B−L model. The information provided by Neff is complementary to that from indirect detection
because it is completely independent from the identity of DM in the B − L model.
The important point is that in this model the RH neutrinos N interact with the SM particles via the exchange of
Z ′ in this model. As we will see, this implies that if N is a Dirac partner of a LH neutrino ν, it will stay in thermal
equilibrium with the primordial plasma down to low temperatures. The presence of one or more Dirac neutrinos can
therefore affect Neff , which is constrained by CMB experiments [36].
Let us first consider interactions between N and the SM particles in more detail. We focus on charged leptons and
LH neutrinos as number density of baryons is suppressed at sub-GeV temperatures, which are of relevance here, and
9interaction with photons is loop suppressed. Z ′ exchange yields the following effective interactions:
Leff ⊃
(
gB−LQL
2mZ′
)2
2
[
ψ¯ν(1− γ5)ψν
] [
ψ¯lψl
]
+
(
gB−LQL
2mZ′
)2 [
ψ¯ν(1− γ5)ψν
] [
ψ¯ν(1 + γ5)ψν
]
,
(15)
where ψν denotes a Dirac neutrino containing N and ν, and ψl is a Dirac fermion containing the LH and RH
components of a charged lepton.
The two terms on the RH side of Eq. (15) result in the following cross sections
σNl→Nl ≈
(
gB−LQL
mZ′
)4
s
6
,
σNν→Nν ≈
(
gB−LQL
mZ′
)4
s
24
. (16)
for scattering of a RH neutrino N off a charged lepton l and a LH neutrino ν respectively. The total rate for
interactions that keep N in kinetic equilibrium with the plasma is Γkin = 〈σNl→Nlvrel〉nl + 〈σNν→Nνvrel〉nν . Here 〈〉
denotes thermal averaging (vrel being the relative velocity between scattering particles) and nl, nν are mean number
density of charged leptons and LH neutrinos respectively.
Kinetic decoupling of the RH neutrino N occurs at a temperature TNd when Γkin drops below the Hubble expansion
rate of the universe H = (pi2g∗(T )/30)1/2T 2/MP, where T is the plasma temperature and g∗(T ) is the number of
relativistic degrees of freedom at T . The contribution of the RH neutrinos to Neff is given by:
∆Neff =
(
g∗(T νd )
g∗(TNd )
)4/3
NDirac, (17)
where T νd ∼ O(MeV) is the decoupling temperature of the LH neutrinos, g∗(T νd ) = 10.75, and NDirac denotes the
number of Dirac neutrinos.
For (m′Z/gB−LQL) > 6 TeV, to be compatible with the collider bounds [15], the decoupling temperature of N is
found to be TNd > 140 MeV. At such temperatures new relativistic degrees of freedom become accessible (starting
with muons and pions), which implies g∗(TNd ) > 17.25, and hence:
∆Neff < 0.53 NDirac. (18)
The present observational bound on ∆Neff from Planck+WMAP9+ACT+SPT+BAO+HST at 2σ is ∆Neff =
0.48+0.48−0.45 [36], which implies that ∆Neff = 0.96 at 2σ. If NDirac = 3 (i.e., all three neutrinos are Dirac), ∆Neff will be
in agreement with the current limits provided that g∗(TNd ) > 25, see Eq. (17), which requires that (mZ′/gB−LQL) 6
TeV. The situation is more flexible if NDirac < 3. For example, the “schizophrenic neutrinos” scenario [37], in which
NDirac = 1, is in perfect agreement with the observational constraints as long as (mZ′/gB−LQL) > 6 TeV.
We conclude that Neff can convincingly discriminate between the cases with or without Dirac neutrinos in the B −L
model. The conclusion is robust since ∆Neff is significantly different from zero even if the Z
′ mass is much heavier
than the current collider bounds. It is also independent from the identity of DM (χ˜01 or N˜) in this model.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We now discuss the results found in the previous sections. In Sec. III, we found that the astrophysical gamma-ray
and neutrino annihilation spectra of B−L dark matter models are distinguishable from typical observable MSSM DM
annihilation spectra. We considered the gamma-ray signal from annihilations in a smooth Milky-Way halo, observed
at the mid-galactic latitudes 5◦ < |b| < 15◦ and |l| < 80◦. We also considered the flux of neutrinos from annihilations
in a 5◦ cone around the Galactic center, and from annihilations in the Sun when DM-nucleon scattering is significant.
To gain intuition about the size of these signals, we give the rate of signal events for each of these signals in Columns
2, 4, and 6 respectively in Table I. The gamma-ray events are integrated from 0.2 to 300 GeV, the GC neutrino events
are greater than 70 GeV, and the Sun neutrino events are greater than 10 GeV.
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Channels Mid.Lat. Sun GC
MDM=200 GeV Int.γ Int. νµ/γ evts/yr Int. νµ/γ evts/yr
φφ 10.1 1.0 9.5 1.0 0.28
NN 42.1 0.30 19 0.14 0.19
tt¯ 46.5 0.079 3.4 0.083 0.088
W+W− 24.5 0.31 13 0.20 0.16
MDM=300 GeV Int.γ Int. νµ/γ evts/yr Int. νµ/γ evts/yr
φφ 10.4 1.0 31 1.0 0.22
NN 43.4 0.34 53 0.13 0.20
tt¯ 52.9 0.060 10 0.10 0.072
W+W− 25.7 0.19 23 0.24 0.12
MDM=400 GeV Int.γ Int. νµ/γ evts/yr Int. νµ/γ evts/yr
φφ 10.7 1.0 44 1.0 0.18
NN 44.7 0.22 69 0.13 0.17
tt¯ 58.6 0.051 13 0.12 0.061
W+W− 26.5 0.15 24 0.29 0.10
MDM=600 GeV Int.γ Int. νµ/γ evts/yr Int. νµ/γ evts/yr
φφ 10.9 1.0 66 1.0 0.13
NN 46.8 0.025 16 0.16 0.13
tt¯ 67.7 0.043 18 0.15 0.048
W+W− 27.3 0.14 28 0.38 0.077
TABLE I: Comparison of integrated spectra within experimental limits and the annual signal event rates. The signal from the
Sun and GC assume only the contained events inside the Icecube (1km3) and DeepCore effective volumes, respectively. The
propagated prompt νµ spectra (including oscillation and attenuation effects) are integrated from 70 GeV (IC) and 10 GeV
(DC) up to the DM mass, and the prompt γ spectra are integrated between 0.2 and 300 GeV. The solar signal rate assumes
the maximal DM-nucleon scattering rate allowed by LUX at each DM mass. The ‘Int. νµ/γ’ is the ratio of the integrated νµ
and γ fluxes, normalized by the value from the φφ channel.
Given the small signal to noise of these signals, it is important to have observable properties of the spectra that
are able to distinguish them. One useful measurement to consider is a ratio of detected neutrino to gamma-ray
events from two different experiments. This works as a simple way to amplify the differences between the annihilation
products. To demonstrate, we integrated the spectra over 10−3mDM ≤ E ≤ mDM to determine the incident number
of particles, and took the ratio of gamma-rays to neutrinos, shown in Columns 3 and 5 of Table I, listed with respect
to the ratio from the φφ channel. We see that, whether or not prompt neutrinos from NN decay are present, the
B − L φφ spectra produce a much larger ratio of neutrinos than the observable MSSM spectra. While the specific
count and ν/γ ratio magnitudes will depend on the experiments, the relative ν/γ ratio between the different spectra
for fixed experiments will remain similar.
This result is robust over a variety of energy ranges, and different neutrino flavor sensitivities, according to each
experiment. In Column 2 of Table I, we integrated the gamma-ray spectrum over 0.2 GeV ≤ Eγ ≤ 300 GeV, and
the muon-only neutrino flux over Eνµ ≥ 10 GeV. While other details such as energy-dependent effective areas and
viewing strategies will modify the magnitude of each ratio, the relative separation between the different spectra will
persist. Thus, the neutrino-philic nature of B − L dark matter is a robust method for distinguishing it from MSSM
indirect detection signals.
The one exception to this conclusion is if LH neutrinos are Majorana and the annihilation is dominated by NN.
This could happen, for example, if mφ > mDM. Then we see that over the energy ranges we considered, the LH
neutrinos are produced in similar relative abundance to gamma-rays as in the MSSM models. However, this model
is still distinguishable by other features. If the RH N mass is near the DM mass, then the prompt neutrino feature is
very prominent. In the other extreme where mN  mDM, then the spectrum is dominated by the decay of the Higgs
h. In both cases, the kinematic cutoff of the spectrum is set by the maximum energy of the h, at a lower energy than
the other spectra. This could be established if the DM mass were determined through other means.
If a ν-philic spectrum were observed, suggesting the B − L scenario, then the absence of prompt neutrinos in the
B−L dark matter annihilation spectrum would mean that RH neutrino decay is not seen. In the context of our model,
this means that either neutrinos are Dirac, or it could be that neutrinos are Majorana and that either mN > mDM
making annihilation to NN kinematically inaccessible, or mN  mDM and the prompt neutrino spectrum is washed
out over too large an energy range to be observed over the φφ spectrum.
However, Dirac neutrinos must provide additional contributions to Neff, modifying the large scale structure power
spectrum, and hence the fluctuations of cosmic microwave background. The scale of the Z ′ mass determines the
decoupling temperature of N and the required ∆Neff. If this is not observed, then neutrinos must be Majorana.
These results apply equally to N˜ DM, and B − L χ˜01 DM, except that the indirect detection signal from the Sun
is not possible for χ˜01 DM. Likewise, the observation of a direct detection signal is only possible for the N˜ scenario,
though it may be out of reach for Majorana neutrinos if the mass separation between the N˜ mass eigenstates is too
large.
Table II summarizes these results. The signals we have discussed are complementary to the observations that would
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Nature of Neutrino Majorana ν Dirac ν
B − L Sector Candidate of Dark Matter N˜ χ˜01 N˜ χ˜01
ν-philic Annihilation Spectrum? Yes Yes Yes Yes
Prompt ν Annihilation Spectrum? Maybe Maybe No No
ν Signal from Sun/Direct Detection? Maybe No Maybe No
Non-SM Contributions to Neff? No No Yes Yes
TABLE II: Summary of the signals that distinguish B − L dark matter models and the nature of neutrinos.
be made in collider experiments, and are an important contribution to determining a globally consistent particle theory.
We finish this Section by pointing out that, although these results were found in the context of a gauged U(1)B−L-
extended MSSM, many of the features discussed here are generic for any model. If DM annihilation occurs through
exchange of neutrinos or their superpartners, then the presence or absence of mass-flipped contributions will distinguish
between Majorana or Dirac neutrinos. If neutrinos are Dirac and RH neutrinos remain coupled to the primordial
plasma until late times, then their contributions to Neff must be observed.
In conclusion, in this paper we investigated the annihilation of DM into photons and neutrinos in the context of a
well-motivated model that explains small neutrino mass. The model possesses a U(1)B−L gauge symmetry. The DM
candidate in such a scenario can be either the lightest neutralino in the B − L sector or the lightest RH sneutrino.
The final states arising from the DM annihilation can contain lot of neutrinos that will help distinguish this model
from the MSSM at IceCube. The neutrinos in the final state arise from S-wave dominated annihilation of DM.
We also showed that it may be possible to ascertain whether the light neutrinos have a Dirac or Majorana nature.
When the light neutrinos are Majorana type, then the spectrum may show a prompt neutrino box-feature and in
addition, the spectrum may exhibit a lower energy kinematic cut-off. The gamma ray signal from the galactic center
may show an early cut-off in such a scenario. When the light neutrinos are Dirac type, we may find their contributions
in the measurement of Neff from the cosmic microwave background data. The signal at IceCube depends on the direct
detection cross-section (capture rate) and the annihilation cross-section for DM equilibration in the Sun. Any near-
future observation of the neutrinos from the B − L model at IceCube will promise a discovery of this model at the
direct detection experiments very soon. The larger annihilation cross-section, as required for equilibration, will make
the future detection of the signal from the galactic center hopeful.
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